
Hi, <<First Name>>!

This week, I met with Louise Burke, PhD. She is a world renowned sports nutritionist and has been

the performance nutritionist for the Australian Olympic program for the past five Olympic Games!

She has also been in the thick of the ‘fat adaptation’ research throughout her career, and nobody

knows it better than she. Just for you, I’m providing a copy of her recent comprehensive review

article in pdf format – just click HERE to get it.

She gave a detailed history of fat adaptation science for endurance performance and explained

that there have been several waves of interest in the topic during her career. So, our first learning

point is that this is by no means a new subject; it’s been vetted by research scientists for many

years. Most important for the Ultra Clan is the answer to, ‘does fat adaptation improve endurance

performance?’. The short answer is no. And, it might impair performance in ultra marathons.

We learned that most people who believe they are adopting a high fat/low carbohydrate diet are

not going far enough to actually fat adapt. When the diets of most people attempting a fat

adaptation diet have been carefully tracked, it was discovered that they were consuming too much

carbohydrate to achieve a fat adapted state. This means that many of the anecdotal reports from

athletes claiming to be on such diets may not be reliable or valid.

Dr. Burke employs a team of chefs who find it challenging to produce diets that meet the

requirements to cause fat adaptation. In the decades of studies we now have available to review,

where fat adaptation was achieved properly, endurance performance was not enhanced and high

intensity performance was impaired. Performance at high intensity is impaired on a high fat/low

carbohydrate diet because the body recognizes it isn’t getting carbohydrates, and it decreases, or

‘down regulates’, the enzymes necessary to metabolize carbohydrates. This is important for ultra

http://static1.squarespace.com/static/55b7ffebe4b0568a75e3316b/t/569ff94e42f552509507b7b9/1453324628174/Burke+review+fat+adaptation.pdf


marathon runners because it impairs the ability to work at high intensities that are required for

climbing steep hills, going fast downhill, and any other activity that is in the upper ranges of effort.

So, what is a fat adapting diet? A high fat/low carbohydrate diet is >60% fat and <25%

carbohydrate. As little as five days of training with this diet is sufficient to retool the muscle to

enhance fat utilization, and the shift to fat persists even if carbohydrate is consumed in high

amounts for a day or two at the end of the five days on high fat. Moreover, two to three weeks on

severe carbohydrate restriction of <20 grams per day, results in adaptation to high blood ketones.

Ketones are one outcome of a diet high in fat and low in carbohydrate because carbohydrates are

required to fully metabolize fats and ketones are produced when fat is incompletely metabolized.

Are there any conditions when a fat adapting diet is good? In a medical setting, it has been used

successfully in a severe form of childhood epilepsy because it alters brain chemistry (brain

normally runs on carbohydrates) and leads to reduced incidence of seizures. Fat adaptation may

also benefit athletes on very low relative intensity expeditions. Such athletes carry their food for

weeks or months and will appreciate the benefits of carrying less weight in the calorie-dense fats.

Moreover, losing the ability to perform at higher intensity is less of an issue in an expedition.

Examples include ultra long distance backpacking and arctic exploration.

You now have a solid crash-course in ultra marathon nutrition by combining these episodes:

4 & 7 on hydration and electrolytes with Drs. Cheuvront and Kenefick

11 on protein with Dr. Phillips

13 on carbohydrates with Dr. Jeukendrup

19 on fat adaptation with Dr. Burke

Listen to those episodes to get all the information. If you want the Ultra Clan Digests from those

episodes you can always get them in the archives HERE.

With the rigorous expertise these leaders bring, you should have a strong understanding of the

basic foundations of a high quality diet for overall endurance training and performance. There is

much more to dialing in your specific diet but, in less than half a day of Science Of Ultra episodes,

you have a tremendous start to becoming your ultra best!

All the Best,

Shawn 

Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra

http://www.scienceofultra.com/ucd-archive
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